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ABSTRACT
In this article, we propose AdaptMetric Communication (AdapComm), an end-to-end bandwidth estimation and allocation
methodology putting emphasis on Quality of Experience at
the user side. AdapComm dynamically samples the connection by sending dummy probing-TCP packets and derives the bandwidth online. This information is then sent
to the server to adaptively change the data transmission
to maintain user experience even in highly ﬂuctuating networks, such as wireless connections. In future oﬃce-works,
the usage of multimedia in mobile environments will be the
norm, thus, we demonstrate the implementation of smooth,
stall-free video streaming based on this scheme for enhanced
user experience.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.5 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: Multimedia Information System—Evaluation/methodology; C.2
[Computer-Communication Networks]: Network Architecture and Design—wireless communication

General Terms
Algorithms, Design, Experimentation

Keywords
QoE, QoS, Bandwidth Estimation, Video Streaming

1. INTRODUCTION
The evolution of wireless networks has transformed user behavior, shifting it from low-bandwidth applications,
to rich-media content handling including video streaming,
rich-content downloading and interactive applications. This
trend is observed in B2B segments too, where “oﬃce work”
has been transformed to almost 60% of the work being done
out-of-the-oﬃce putting emphasis on working habits and
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providing more freedom to working styles. The usage of
data-contents in mobile working has also drastically changed
from simple textual information to cross-media and interactive applications [1]. The overall eﬀect of the bandwidthhungry applications and human-centric service provisions
cumulate to massive surge in data-traﬃc, which will create bandwidth bottleneck imposed by regulated spectrum
in wireless telecommunication. Therefore, ensuring Quality
of Experience (QoE) per user will be a challenge for networks and service providers alike [2, 3]. On the other hand,
diﬀerent users will have their own bandwidth consumption
proﬁles and demands, which reﬂect various levels of QoE
that needs to be addressed, especially, when using mobile
network that is prone to ﬂuctuations caused by environmental noise [4, 5, 6]. This suggests that dynamically sampling
the end-to-end bandwidth and feeding back this information
to the server can be useful in maintaining user experience.
Such a quality controller requires: (a) a network congestion
estimator which is able to do this dynamically, accurately,
fast and seamlessly [3, 7], and (b) a QoE heuristic converter
which can correlate the network metrics to QoE parameters
[2, 6, 8, 9]. Thus, it becomes imperative to correctly estimate
the end-to-end available throughput per user at the wireless
network edges, which is the closest point to the users.
The term bandwidth, on the other hand, is undoubtedly
the most popular and indispensable factor. It has a series
of relevant annotations, e.g. the generic bandwidth would
mean the throughput of a transient link, which for the user, on the contrary, does not hold any signiﬁcant meaning.
However, the overall end-to-end achievable throughput directly eﬀects the QoE, and therefore, it has signiﬁcant value
[10]. Our work focuses on the end-to-end TCP throughput
evaluation putting particular emphasis on user experience.
As is well-known, TCP is the dominant transport layer protocol over the current network throughput including video
streaming and progressive download [3, 6, 7]. Furthermore,
we deliberately do not choose to send ICMP or UDP packets, since ICMP/UDP ﬂows may be de-prioritized due to
speciﬁc router policies in real networks [11].
In this paper, we present AdaptMetric Communication
(AdapComm), a bandwidth estimation and allocation methodology for wireless networks with QoE control. Our endeavor is to address the aforementioned issues and provide an
accurate, fast and light-weight end-to-end bandwidth estimation solution on mobile devices. AdapComm contains
three main components, the Dynamic Sampling Probing (DSProbe), the Network Estimator (NetEst) and the Quality
of Experience Control (QoECtrl ). Speciﬁcally, (a) DSProbe

probes the end-to-end path, with optimal probing granularity and cycle obtained by incorporating Nyquist theorem,
to reduce probing costs; (b) NetEst derives achievable TCP
bandwidth, according to RTT and packet loss information;
and, (c) QoECtrl heuristically evaluates the user experience
based on the results from DSProbe and NetEst. The main
contributions of this paper are listed as follows:

The following assumptions are made on our network and
TCP protocols - which are common and well-adopted in
TCP bandwidth modeling schemes:

• DSProbe design to obtain precise network status in a
fast and light-weight manner.

• Nagle’s algorithm (RFC 896) is not considered[5, 10].

• Sender transmits full-sized TCP segments if congestion
window allows, and congestion window is not limited
by application or router policy.

• Receiver-window is constant during transmission, and
TCP is not receiver-window limited.

• NetEst design for accuracy and speed enhancements of
network information and bandwidth estimation.

The following are the algorithm designs of DSProbe and
NetEst. We explain about QoECtrl in Section 3, with context to our experimental results.

• QoECtrl implementation to allocate video bitrate based
on human centric user experience.

2.1

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the design scheme of AdapComm. In section 3 heuristic evaluation
of video playback based on DSProbe/NetEst results is described and implemented for video streaming using QoECtrl.
Finally, this work is concluded in Section 4.

2. ADAPCOMM ARCHITECTURE
AdapComm intends to construct a robust bandwidth estimation toolkit for mobile devices, using the following principles:
• intrusion minimized: incur least possible overhead to
ongoing TCP cross-traﬃcs.
• identical protocol: use particularly the same networklayer protocol as application (i.e. TCP).

N
∑
t
δ(t − nT )
s(t) = rect( ) ⊗
τ
n=1

• interception free: avoid interception of packets from
running applications.

N
∑
t
d(t) = s(t) × c(t) = (rect( ) ⊗
δ(t − nT )) × c(t)
τ
n=1

D(u) = S(u)⊗C(u) = (Sinc(uτ )×

QoECtrl

δ(u−

k
))⊗C(u) (3)
T

Here, following Nyquist theorem, Equation (4) must be satisﬁed:
1
(4)
T ≤
2 × fc

Continual QoE
Update

DSProbe

N
∑
k=1

(Network Probing)

QoE Controller Module:

(2)

Apply Fourier Transform to d(t) and we get the following:

AdaptMetric Communication (AdapComm)

Dynamic Sampling Probing Module:

(1)

where T and τ are the period of sampling and measurement
durations, respectively. The sampled RTT proﬁle, d(t), is
therefore given by Equation (2):

AdapComm is a pure sender-based architecture. DSProbe
uses a one-by-one sending mechanism; that is, sender will
not send the next probe packet until the previous probe
packet has undergone the 4-way termination. Speciﬁcally speaking, each TCP packet sent to server has a full process of
handshake, data-transmission, and termination. As shown
in Figure 1, the operational inter-relationship of DSProbe,
NetEst and QoECtrl is cyclic with probing performed periodically to feedback the end-to-end link status such that the
transmitted data can be adaptively changed depending on
the available bandwidth.

Continual Probing
every T-period

DSProbe Design

The ﬁrst step to estimate TCP bandwidth is to obtain
parameters that measure the channel and connection status. In this article, AdapComm uses a sampling based probing method, DSProbe, which is able to reach any predeﬁned
accuracy level while reducing probing overhead. In the following contexts, the term “sampling” denotes the process
of sending probing packets to collect RTT. Technically speaking, the RTT is measured by calculating the SYN and
SYN-ACK timestamp diﬀerence, which is known to be lightweight and accurate [12].
The following is the algorithm derivation for DSProbe. Let
us assume that the measured user RTT proﬁle result is denoted by function c(t) and the network sampling function,
s(t), is given as:

Since we deﬁne τ (K) as follows:
τ (K) =

1
K × fc

(5)

the error incurred due to a limited τ value, E(τ ), is thus
given by Equation (6):
Network QoS metric
Measurement:

NetEst

Convert QoS metrics
into user-centric QoE:

E(τ ) =

QoS/QoE Metric
Conversions

1 − Sinc(uτ (K))
× 100%
Sinc(uτ (K))

(6)

By substituting Equation (5) in Equation (6), and putting
u = fc , we can numerically obtain the graph shown in Figure
2(a). For example, if we predetermine an expected error of

Figure 1: Operational flowchart of AdapComm modules (DSProbe, NetEst, QoECtrl ).
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It should be noted here that, conventional probing methods require access to the network interface card, which is not
acceptable in most security polices. For example, it would
require either Root privilege (Android), Jailbreak (iOS) or
Administrator access (Windows), which are all not allowed
in commercial applications. AdapComm, however, bypasses this issue by introducing a novel Logical VPN (LVPN )
solution, which is explained in Appendix A.

0.1% (E(τ ) = 0.1%), then from the graph, we get K = 40,
and thus, τ = 1/40fc . Now, calculating the duty ratio, τ /T ,
we obtain the following result:
2fc
1
τ
=
=
T
40fc
20

(7)
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Figure 3: NetEst algorithmic flow-chart.
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Figure 2: (a) DSProbe duty ratio error estimation,
and (b) sampled RTT-trace.
This means that, for a measured congestion proﬁle c(t), a
duty ratio of 1/20 is suﬃcient within an error rate of 0.1%.
As shown in Figure 2(b), using this error level, the data d(t)
(red dots), sampled at t/T = 1/20, and the real data c(t)
(blue lines) ﬁts fairly well.
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Figure 4: (a) The time-domain RTT dataset, and (b)
The corresponding frequency-domain RTT dataset.

NetEst Design

The measurement schemes for 1-order RTT ﬁlter such
as exponential weighted moving average (EWMA) is wellknown [13, 14]. However, for recent variants such as TCPCubic [15], and options as Early Congestion Notiﬁcation
(ECN), there are not many works that investigate the accuracy, speed and dynamic probing behavior in the wireless
networks. Since in our implementation we use TCP-Cubic,
we have developed a novel RTT estimation scheme, NetEst.

Figure 3 shows the algorithmic ﬂow-chart of NetEst. The
feedback of RT Tpure is AdapComm’s main accuracy enhancement scheme. The details will be explained using a section
of the real data d(t) sampled by DSProbe, shown in Figure
4(a). For the sake of clarity, we also show the spectrum
D(u) in Figure 4(b), which will be used to exemplify our
algorithm as follows.
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RTT is modeled as shown in Equation (8):

also maintains the ﬁltering feature for noise removal, as
shown in Figure 3. For example, if we deﬁne the response
time as 10% to 90% rise time, then it will be 2.7 s and 0.3
s for EWMA and AdapComm, respectively. This implies
that AdapComm is 9 (=2.7/0.3) times faster than EWMA.

RT Tmeasure = RT TP ure + RT TN oise
= RT Tline + RT Tqueue + RT TM AC +RT TN oise
|
{z
}
RT TP ure (Containing RT TM argin )

(8)

2500

where RT Tmeasure consists of propagation delay RT Tline ,
the queuing delay RT Tqueue , the link-layer (MAC) control
delay RT TM AC , and ﬁnally the wireless ﬂuctuation noise
term RT TN oise . We group the three ﬁrst terms into RT TP ure
whereas leaving RT TN oise alone. The goal of AdapComm is
to ﬁlter out the incoming data to preserve a steady estimate
of RTT and bandwidth: it can not only be able to ﬁlter out
RT TN oise , but also quickly respond to the rapid but stable
changes as RT TM argin , compared to EWMA.
In EWMA, for any new incoming RTT sample RT Ti , the
mean RT TP ure and variance RT Tvar are derived by:
RT Tpure = (1 − α)RT Tpure + αRT Ti
RT Tvar = (1 − 2α)RT Tvar + 2α|RT Ti − RT Tpure |

RTT (ms)

2000

1500

1000

AdapComm
rise time
(0.3 s)

500

(9)

where α is the exponential factor (chosen from 0.05∼0.2 [4]).
In our case we choose α = 0.125 [5]. Equation 9 inherently
assumes that the obtained end-to-end RTT is subject to a
distribution with ﬁxed value of mean and variance. However,
as shown in Figure 4(a), this is not the case in real scenario.
In fact, RTT will have Abrupt-like behavior, which indicates
that RT TM argin occurs and RT Tpure , the mean value of
RTT, does change. Henceforth, Equation 9 cannot provide
a fast approximate of RTT when such change occurs. This
can also be explained as shown in Figure 4(b): the frequency
threshold of EWMA is a ﬁxed value, however it needs two
LPF frequency thresholds to indicate RT TM argin , and it
cannot adaptively change.
AdapComm derives a simple and robust solution. Instead
of maintaining a single mean RTT, it constructs an RTTtable with N entries. Each entry i contains 3 values: the
Mean Mi , the Variance Vi , and the Count of Instances Ci .
Every time a new RTT sample RT Tmeasure comes, it ﬁrstly
goes through the table: for each entry i, it uses its Mi and
Vi to generate a new mean Mi′ by using Equation (9). Then
it uses the Equation (10) to check whether it is deviated “too
much” from this entry i and its variance:
|Mi′ − Mi | < L · Vi

c(t)
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AdapComm(NetEst)
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Figure 5: The performance of NetEst algorithm.
After extracting the RT Tpure , we calculate the BW using
Equation (12)[10]:
MSS
√
BW =
(12)
RT Tpure 2bP
3
where M SS is the Maximum Segment Size, b is the size of
packet acknowledgement interval, which is 1 (default) or 2
for Delayed-ACK enabled, and P is base end-to-end noncongested packet loss.

3. QOECTRL HEURISTICS AND EVALUATIONS
In this section, we present the details of experiments using QoECtrl for video streaming in the AdapComm suite.
QoECtrl is designed to preserve playback quality as well as
being light-weight enough to minimize power consumption.

(10)

where L is a tunable variance control parameter, and AdapComm chooses L = 3 in the implementations [14]. If there
exist multiple entries i that satisfy Equation (10), we choose
the one with minimum |Mi′ − Mi |/Vi . Otherwise, if none of
the entries satisﬁes Equation (10), RT Tmeasure will be regarded as a new entry and appended into RTT-table. Also
note that, the maximum RTT-table entry count is set to be
CountMAX . Finally the estimated RT Tpure is obtained using
the following formula, by normalizing every Mi with Ci :
∑N
i=1 (Mi · Ci )
(11)
RT Tpure =
∑N
i=1 Ci

Table 1: Parameters used in experiments.
Parameter
Instruction
Value
E(τ )
P
MSS
N
b
L

Duty ratio error rate
Base Packet Loss
Maximum Segment Size
Maximum RTT-table entries
TCP ACK interval
Variance control parameter

0.1%
0.1%
1500 Bytes
5
1
3

For the veriﬁcation, we setup the experiment as shown
in Figure 6. The network consists of a wired ethernet link
connecting the server (CentOS 6.3) to the Network Address
Translator (NAT), and a client which is equipped with a
wireless network interface card that supports both LTE/3G
and Wiﬁ (IEEE 802.11a/b/g). AdapComm is invoked at
the client (Android 4.1 tablet), which connects to the server

By doing this, we construct a mixed Gaussian distribution
for RTT data. As shown in Figure 5, we numerically compare the responses of the EWMA and AdapComm using
NetEst algorithm, benchmarked to the measured data c(t).
It can be seen that our algorithm provides a faster response
rate to capture the occurrence of large change of RTT, and
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Firewall

library based on transmission bit-rates into 7 levels which we
found to be suﬃcient for daily bandwidth coverage: namely speaking, the ﬁle notations are; high deﬁnition (“HD”,
8Mbps), high (“H”, 6Mbps), high medium (“HM”, 2Mbps),
medium (“M”, 1.2Mbps), low medium (“LM”, 0.8Mbps), low
(“L”, 0.4Mbps), and ultra-low quality (UL, 0.1Mbps). Now,
when the bandwidth is measured by NetEst, QoECtrl is invoked to adapt the service with the appropriate video ﬁle for
best user experience. In the future we will add a learning
process inside the QoECtrl module, that will use the history
of NetEst measurements to continuously reﬁne the threshold
values for the video selection.
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Wifi
IEEE 802.11a

ANDROID
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QoE Controller
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M
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3. Recommend Video Quality
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Figure 6: Experimental network setup.
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Table 2: QoECtrl Heuristic File Optimization Chart.

PDF

Metric
BW
QoE
BW
QoE
BW
QoE
BW
QoE
BW
QoE

Morning
590±30kbps
⃝
570±43kbps
×, 2s/stop
605±77kbps
×, 1s/stop

Afternoon
600±25kbps
⃝
600±18kbps
×, 2.5s/stop
600±50kbps
×, 1.2s/stop
0.7 ± 0.4M
×
0.65 ± 0.3M
×

Evening
595 ± 25kbps
⃝
590 ± 25kbps
×, 2s/stop
585 ± 35kbps
×, 1.25s/stop

Image Doc

File
400kbps
400x224p
800kbps
400x224p
1200kbps
640x360p
2000kbps
852x480p
6000kbps
1280x720p

(a) AdapComm UI

through either LTE/3G or Wiﬁ. Note that both client and
server are based on Linux 2.6.32, which uses TCP Cubic
[15] as the underlining transport protocol. Table 1 shows
the parameter settings.
In the experiments, we limit the function of QoECtrl to selecting the appropriate video ﬁles in a library with optimized
bitrates corresponding to the network metrics obtained by
NetEst. We select this heuristic method in order to avoid
high power consumption in the tablet that could be evident
in computation-intensive QoE models, such as MOS Score
[7], Rate-Quality [8] and Playback Buﬀer Length [9]. Here,
we would like to note that power consumption is also a major
QoE inhibiting factor in practical mobile working scenarios.
Before we actually stream the videos, we initially generate
the video library by progressively downloading videos and
then observing the QoE playback quality. By doing this,
QoECtrl constructs a look-up-table for all possible videobitrates, in order to correlate the maximum video bitrate to
the measured available bandwidth. This is parameterized as
shown in Table 2, where an example based on the viewing
stress for one particular QoS set is shown (BW = 650±50
Kbps, RTT = 200ms, and Packet loss = 0.1%). In this table,
we characterize the following three user experience-centric
metrics: (1) “⃝” indicates Uninterrupted Playback, (2) “×”
indicates Playback start time > 5s, and (3) “2s/stop” means:
“Interrupted Playback every 2 seconds”. The available bandwidth here is measured by NetEst 3 times in a day, namely
speaking, in the morning when the traﬃc is moderate, in the
afternoon when the traﬃc is light, and in the evening when
the traﬃc is heavy. By using this data, we classify the video

(b) Video streaming results

Figure 7: (a) AdapComm UI high-lighting multimedia operations, and (b) video streaming results
obtained using NetEst and QoECtrl algorithm.
The experimental UI of AdapComm is shown in Figure
7(a), where we have included multiple modules supporting
video streaming, document downloading and high resolution image viewing, to make AdapComm a versatile multimedia platform. We also add the “Original TCP” button in
order to compare the performance without invoking AdapComm. Figure 7(b) shows an example of video streaming
after invoking NetEst and QoECtrl modules. The measurements are displayed on the top right side showing the QoS
metrics of IEEE 802.11 Wiﬁ providing uninterrupted playback with repeated results. We have also veriﬁed this with
LTE/HSDPA/3G from a local carrier, showing comparable
performance to our Wiﬁ results.
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4. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed a novel bandwidth estimation
solution, AdapComm, for mobile working putting emphasis
on human centric applications. The network-centric portion of AdapComm is composed of DSProbe and NetEst,
where DSProbe ﬁnds the optimal probing period to sample
the connection, and NetEst mitigates estimation inaccuracies with TCP-Cubic used in wireless network. Our algorithm is shown to be more than 9 times faster than conventional TCP EWMA ﬁlter. By invoking AdapComm’s QoE
regulator module, QoECtrl, which heuristically correlates
the NetEst results to video and document quality, we have
demonstrated smooth, stall-free video streaming with good
picture quality. AdapComm can be used in a large variety of
applications and scenarios, such as video/audio transmission
and document distribution; due to its light-weight nature, it
can be extended to re-conﬁguration architectures for future
human centric applications.
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The general idea of LVPN is that we divide the function
of conventional VPN server by creating two Virtual Machines (VM), and embed them inside both the client and
the server. This solution utilizes the API of built-in VPN
conﬁguration API, provided in Android ICS (4.0+). It can
establish an VPN interface to connect to any standardized
secure TUN/TAP interface in Linux. And also, it can extract packet information for all the TCP/UDP connections
routed into VPN interfaces. The detailed key-exchange, authentication, and connection management are left open for
API developers. The beneﬁt of this scheme, from the architectural point of view, is to avoid the costly establishment of
an actual server for VPN interconnections while still maintain the root-free reconﬁgurations.
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Figure 8: AdapComm Logical VPN flow-chart.
AdapComm takes advantage of this method as shown in
Figure 8. We integrate DSProbe module once the authentication is completed: it ﬁrst creates a process-exclusive sending thread using Android service mechanism, then, TCP
probe packet is sent through VPN interface, allowing us to
extract header information to derive RTT and packet loss.
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